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Souto de Moura sets the table

Text Ana Martins
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Viana do Castelo, a city fronted by the Lima River and the Atlan-
tic Ocean, recently inaugurated its newest architectural gem, 
a three-storey multipurpose pavilion by Portuguese architect 
Eduardo Souto de Moura, winner of the 2011 Pritzker Prize. 
 The Porto-based architect drew inspiration from naval 
architecture for the design of the sculptural, 8,706-m2 pavilion, 
thus establishing a connection between the new-build project 
and the Gil Eannes, a 58-year-old hospital ship that returned 
to the port of Viana do Castelo after 18 years of service and is 
now a museum and youth hostel. 
 According to the architect, his concept for the design 
was a table, with on its surface ‘an aluminium box holding eve-
rything needed for the various activities inside the building’. 
With this concept in mind, he realized a structure that echoes 
the modest heights of surrounding retail and service buildings 
by Fernando Távora, as well as the municipal library by Álvaro 
Siza. Top-to-bottom glazing covers nearly the entire ground-
floor façade of Souto de Moura’s building, lending it a sense 
of transparency that reinforces the table imagery while also 
opening the spacious interior to views of both city and river. 
 What may appear to be a fusion between a sober Mie-
sian architecture and the chaotic radicalism of Renzo Piano 
and Richard Rogers’ Centre Pompidou is far more than a com-
bination of older styles. This pavilion is a fine example of a 
modern Portuguese architecture that shows Souto de Moura’s 
unique ability to apply superb aesthetic solutions to functional 
problems of every scale and complexity. 
 Having been in the planning since 1999 and under con-
struction for a total of five years, Souto de Moura’s pavilion 
finally opened its doors last summer. Its function as a space 
for sports, cultural and leisure events is transcended in that 
the pavilion, a highlight of Adalberto Dias’s urban-develop-
ment scheme for the riverfront, puts Viana do Castelo on the 
map as a new European capital of architecture. 
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